
Class of 2023 Senior Class Meeting Notes

Tuesday, December 13, 2022
Meeting #4
2:40-3:30
Attendance: Sophie, Rhiannon
Absent: Ravyn, Reid, Lilly, Garrit, Logan.

1. Food Drive Check-In-
● Bins are out, fliers are distributed. Some donations are coming in already.

2. Senior class trip approved by BOE!!!
a. Review itinerary/timeline
b. Review budget per meal - talked about, approved for more money.

i. Breakfasts at the hotel as much as possible
c. Next steps:

i. students & families sign commitment letter- due Monday, December 19 from
there reservations will be made based on those who commit to the trip

ii. Between this meeting and next, come up with restaurant ideas within budget-
locations based on itinerary (if there is time at the end of the meeting, this can
be the focus. If not, students should work on this independently)

iii.
1. Suggestion- find restaurants near the activity that will take place

AFTER lunch, allows for less rushing if meal runs longer than
anticipated

3. Start thinking about graduation
a. Priority:- Who might the class like to ask to be their keynote speaker?

i. Ideas: Mr. Olbert, Mrs. Pine, Mrs. LeBlanc, Tim Helms.
ii. As a group decide on recessional and thanks to families songs- start thinking:

“Good Riddance” - Green Day, “You Might Think” - Weezer, “Bitter Sweet
Symphony” - The Verve, “Good Life” - OneRepublic, “ I Got a Feeling” - Black
Eyed Peas.

4. Midterm/finals week of January 23. Be aware of grades, especially for those classes that end
at the ½ year mark, like Government  which is a graduation requirement

5. Action Items:
a. Turn in signed commitment letters
b. Between this meeting and next, come up with restaurant ideas within budget locations

based on itinerary
c. Decide on guest speaker options as a class
d. Review your grades & start preparing for January midterms & finals
e. Encourage classmates to attend class meetings.

6. Next Meeting Date: January 17, 2023


